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Charisma in the New Testament and the
Apostolic Fathers
Arthur Carl Piepkorn
ThB a111hor is gradt1alB professor of s,st•malic lheolog,y al Conco,d,ia Semi1111r'J, S,um
Lo11is.
THIS ARTICLE IS AN INQUIRY INTO THB MEANING OF CHARISMA IN niE SACRED

Scriptures and the early church, with special reference to the relation of charisma to the
"things having to do with the Spirit" (,p,ie11ma1ika) of 1 Cor. 12-14, to the Christian
community, to "prophecy," and to the saaed ministry.

A

,.

s the term chari-sma, together with
the cognate "charism" and "charismatic," is conventionally used, it means
a particular personal magnetism or spiritual quality that enables the possessor to
exert influence over broad masses of people and elicit their support. Or it may
describe the particular virtue that inheres
in or is attributed to a function, an office,
or a position which imparts to the holder
exceptional leadership capacity or a unique
claim on respect.1
In a religious context charisma has acquired the sense of the supernatural graces
that Christians need to be able to perform
the tasks that devolve on them in promoting the spiritual welfare of their fellow
Christians. One contemporary theologian
defines chamma as "an operation of the
Spirit of God on the believer that has as
its goal salvation in Christ, that is not institutionally mediated through the sacraments, and that human beings are not able
to compel." 2
1 The two-volume collection of essays by
Pritz Taeger, Ch11rism11: S1t1d.im z•r Gescbiehte
d•s 11111il,m Herrsch•rk•ll•s (Stuttgart: W.
Kohlhammer Verlag, 19,9-60), provides an
excellent example of this use of the word.
2 J. Gewiess, "Charisma I," in Josef Hofer
and Karl Rabner, eds., Laxi/eor, /iir Th•ologia

The writer's purpose in this essay is to
investigate the term charisma in the Sacred Scriptures and in the apostolic fathers
with a view to determining the meaning
of the term in the primitive church during
the period in which an institutional church
is widely alleged to have replaced an originally charismatic fellowship.
The investigation is handicapped at the
outset by the paucity of material. With
the variegated multiformity that the data
from the Biblical and subapostolic periods
allow us to posit for the early church, it is
precarious in the extreme to assume that
any generalized pattern in which we try
to organize the bits of om information
corresponds to the historic reality in either
a single community for a long period of
time or in many communities at a given
point in time.3 Nor can we extensively
and with certainty conclude from the later
""' Kirebe, 2d ed., 2 (Preiburg: Verlag Her-

der, 19,8), 1025.
a See Hans Freiherr von Campenhausen,
Kireblicbes A.ml '"'' geis1licbe Vollt1111ch1 i,,
Jen nsl•n tlrn J,,J,rb,mtle,1m (Tiibiogen:
J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 19,3), pp. 59
to 60. (English translation under the tide
Bcclesi1111iul A.#lhorily 11,11l Spiri1tkll Pou,er ;,,
1be Cb11rch of 1he Pirsl Thr•• CfflltmBS by J. A.
Baker [Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1969], pp. 55-56.)
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content of technical terms what their
original meaning may have been.
A further problem inheres in the stubborn historical fact that since the days of
Tertullian Western theological language
has used charisma and its vernacular derivatives in a sense that the Biblical and
early post-Biblical usage of the vocable
does not support. That is, it uses charisma
as the generic term for the extraordinary
and at times miraculous phenomena that
St. Paul concludes under the term fme1e111111ika1 "things having to do with the
Spirit," in 1 Corinthians 12 and 14.
Thereby an element of confusion tbat is
difficult to disentangle is introduced into
the question.
The vocable charisma is not common
before the New Testament. Occurrences
that clearly antedate the New Testament
are difficult to find. Philo the Jew ( 30?
B. C.-A. D. 40?) refers twice in a single
passage to charisma theote, "God's
charisma." 4 The uncertainly dated Sibylline Oracles (2, 54) turn the words around
and speak of theo11 charisma. Chari.s1na
does not correspond to any term in the
Old Testament. In the Septuagint version
it occurs only as a variant reading in Sirach
7:33 (for chtm11 "grace") and 38:30 (for
cbril1114, "anointing").
1. CHAllisMA IN THB NBW TEsTAMENT

In the New Tesetament itself charisma
turns up only within the Pauline circle,
except for the one occurrence in 1 Peter
4:10_15
4

AlZ.gorias of 1h• S•er•tl uws, 3, 78.

eh•rizomtti is at
least as old as Homer, its use in the New TestaI While the cognate verb

ment is restricted to the Pauline corpus and
Luke-Aas. (In the Septuagint version eh•,;,.
zou occws in Esther 8:9i Canticle 1:4 [as

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol42/iss1/40

Except in Rom. 1: 11, charisma occurs in
both the singular and the plural without
adjectival modifiers.
In talking about the "fall" of Adam in
Rom. 5: 15-16, Paul uses charis'»'la twice to
describe God's gracious gift in the most
comprehensive sense. The charisma of
God outweighed the fall, the apostle says
in v. 15. The results of the gift also outweigh the result of one man's lapse; the
single sin of Adam brought judgment with
a verdict of condemnation, according to
v. 16, but after many falls there now comes
the chari.rma with its verdict of acquittal.6
In Rom. 6:23 the cha,-istna, the "free
gift," of God, that is, eternal life in Christ
Jesus our Lord, stands in opposition to the
wages that sin pays, that is, death.
In 1 Cor. 1: 6-7 the apostle sees a demonstration of the strength of the witness
to Christ among the Corinthians in this,
that while the members of the Christian
community there are waiting for our Lord
Jesus Christ to be revealed, the community
- scandalous as its behavior was-lacks
no charisma of the Spirit.
In 1 Car. 7: 7 Paul sees the ability to
a variant in Codex: Sinaiticus]; Sirach 12 :3i

2 Mace. 1:35i 3:31, 33i 4:32; 7:22; 3 Mace.
5:11; 7:6; 4Macc. 5:Si 11:12). The verb provides no additional illumination of the meaning
of the noun. In the strongly "spiritual" Johannine corpus eharisma and eharizomai are
absent, and even eh•ris occurs only in the prolog to the fourth gospel and in the salutation
formula of 2 John 3. In 1 John 2 :20, 27 we
have ehrisma where we might expect charisma.
Other functional synonyms are t1xousia
("power, authority"), J,namis ("might"), and
the "fruit of the Spirit" in Gal. 5 :22.
o The idea of acquittal is in a sense implicit
in eh•rism11. The cognate verb eh•rizom•i is
used to describe the freeing of an o.ffender in
Aas 3:14. See also Luke 7:42-43; 2 Cor. 2:7,
10; 12:Bi Eph.4:32; Col.2:13; 3:13-in all
these passages the verb means to "forgive."

2
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lead a life of chaste continence as a cha- when Paul laid hands on him. God's gift
ris1na that he has from God, but he sees was not a spirit of timidity, but the spirit
this as merely one gift among other gifts of power, love, and self-control The cha,.
and as a gift that not everyone has .re- ,risma is not something that the recipient
possesses absolutely and manipulates. It
ceived.
He calls deliverance from peril in an- must constantly be renewed in the disciswer to intercessory prayer a charisma; pline of prayer and devotioo.1
In these pa::sages charisma is the funcfor that .reason he enjoins his readers in
2 Cor. 1: 11: "You must all join in the tion and effect of the charis that has apprayers for us; the more people there are peared in Christ. The recipient is under
asking help for us, the more thanks will the Spirit's direction, and the Spirit of the
exalted Christ supports and sustains his
be given for the charisma."
Rom. 1: 11 provides the single case of activity. Indeed, the cha,.;,s of Christ is the
charisma with an adjectival modifier, in very subject of Timothy's aaivity. Thus
this case pnemnatiko11, ("spiritual"). Paul the admonition to Timothy to "fan into
affums his longing to see the Christian Bame" the charj,sma that he possesses and
community at Rome for the mutual not to despise it is on a par with the instrengthening of their faith by sharing a junction of Rom.12:6-7 to the recipients
charisma on
pnettmatik
with them, al- of the charismata to use them according
8
though he does not specify the nature of to the measure of their task.
1 Peter 4:10 speaks of the individual
the charisma.
The Pastorals relate charisma with the charj,s,na that every Christian has received.
presbyteral office. According to 1 Tim. Every Christian is a "charismatic" in this
4: 14, Timothy has in him a continuing sense. As good stewards who are responcharisma which was given to him when sible for the right employment of the
variegated charj,s of God, they are to put
the prophets spoke and when the college
themselves, each with his own charis11Z11,
of presbyters laid hands on him ( or at the service of others. Concretely, if a
translating it differently - when he was
given Christian is a speaker, he is to speak
ordained to the presbyteral office) ; he is
in words which seem to come from God;
exhorted not to let it lie unused. In the
if he is a helper, he is to help as though
context the gift has to do with Timothy's
work of leading and teaching the Christian
T The laying on of hands in ordination is
community, with the example he is to set obviously the New Covenant counterpart of the
the believers in speech, in conduct, in love, Old Covenant anointing to a .royal and priestly
office. The sensed equivalence of the two has
in faith, and in purity, and with his direc- led in parts of the Christian community to the
tion of the divine worship of the commu- not necessarily happy substitution of anointing
nity in terms of his public reading of the for the imposition of hands in confirmation and
to
of the imposition of
the supplementing
Sacred Scriptures, preaching, and instruc- hands in ordination with anointings.
tion.
s Jurgen Rolo1f, Ll.postalfll-Vni•,u1;,.,,,
-Kirch•:
Urspn,n1, l11h11ll ,mtl P1111hia11 w
A similar exhortation is .repeated in
/lirchlich•• Ll.post,l11mt,1 n11ch Pal,u, L#us
2 Tim. 1: 6-7: Timothy is to fan into a ,mtl d,11 P111tor11lbriafm (Giitersloh: GiitersloGerd Mohn, 1965), p.260.
Bame the charimu, that God gave Verlasshaus
him her
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every action is being done at God's orders.
The objective is that in everything God
may receive the glory through Jesus
Christ.
The plural charis11u11tt1 found only in
Romans and 1 Corinthians, does not appear with an adjectival modifier.
In Rom.11:29 Paul declares with reference to God's gifts to the Jewish community of the Old Covenant that God never
takes back His chari.s111ata or revokes His
choice.
Like 1 Peter4:10, Rom.12:6 underlines
the intimate relation of charisma to charis
and the gratuitous character of both. It
reminds Christians that their charismata
differ according to the charis that is given
to each of them. If the gift is prophecy,
the recipient is to use it "according to the
measure (analogian) of the faith" (a debatable phrase that has evoked a great
deal of exegetical and systematic reflection); if his gift is administration, he is
to use it for administration; if it is teaching, he is to use it for teaching; the
preachers are to deliver sermons, the almsgivers are to give alms freely, the officials
are to be diligent, and those who do works
of mercy are to do them cheerfully.
1 Cor. 12: 1 introduces the subject of the
chapter as spiritual gifts, which the verse
calls fme11ma1ik11 ( "things of the Spirit,"
or "things spiritual"), not charismata!
Chrim11111 are mentioned for the first time
in vv. 4 and 5. These verses (and v. 6)
affirm that there is a variety of charismata,
but always the same Spirit, there are all
sons of service to be done, but always to
the same Lord, and there are all sons of
different ways of working in different people, but always the same God who is
working in all of them.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol42/iss1/40

Vv. 9, 28, and 30 contain the only references in the chapter to a specific cha,isma,
the "charismata of healings," with both
words in the plural.
The closing 31st verse is the transition
to the panegyric on love in the next chapter. It urges the Corinthian Christians to
be ambitious for the higher cha,ismata,
without explicitly specifying what they
are.° Chapter 14, which resumes the interrupted discussion of the -Jme1'matika, does
not use the term charismata.

2. CHARISMA IN THB
APOSTOL!C FATHERS

The occurrence of charisma in the early
Christian literature that was not included
in the canon is again relatively infrequent.
The Corinthian Christian community
that received the First Letter of St. Clement
( 96?) of Rome seems to have been one
in which there was an end-of-the-century
revolt by enthusiasts against the established leadership. The letter recalls the
use of charisma(ta) in Rom. 12:6 and
1 Corinthians 12,10 as well as in 1 Peter
4: 10, when it asserts in 38: 1: "So let our
whole body be saved in Christ Jesus, and
let each be subject to his neighbor as his
particular charisma dictates."
In the documents that survive from the
pen of St. Ignatius (35?-107?) charisma
occurs four times.
In Eph. 17: 2 he asks: "Why do we perish in our folly, by being ignorant of the
o Some interpreters see the conteXt implyias
that the "higher ch11ristrldl,' include such
"pneumatic" gifts as "prophecy."
10 It is not without some importance that
both these chapters are precisely the ones in
which the metaphor of the church as a body
first occurs.

4
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charisma 11 which the Lord has truly sent
us?" From the context it would appear
chat the charisma chat St. Ignatius has in
mind is the gift of incorruption (a-phtharsia), that is, salvation generally.
In his letter to St. Polycarp 2: 2 Sc. Ignatius encourages his fellow prelate: "As for
the invisible realities, pray chat they may
be revealed to you. In this way nothing
will be lacking and you will abound in
every charisma." The echo of 1 Cor. 1: 7
that one hears here reappears in the two
occurrences of charisma in the address of
Sc. Ignatius' letter co the Smyrneans, which
he calls a church "chat has mercifully been
blessed with every charisma and is lacking
in no charisma." In all three of these instances charisma is linked co the officers
of the communicy.12
The Didache depicts an isolated secondcentury Christian community, most probably in Syria, which found itself compelled co devise means of distinguishing
the authentic itinerating apostles and
prophets from chose who claimed the titles
for their own gain and benefit. Charisma
occurs only once, in 5: 1: "The Father
wishes that a share of His own charismata
be given to all."
In all of these occurrences in the New
Testament and in the apostolic fathers
the gratuitous gift aspect of charisma is
the most prominent and consistent feature.
Whatever the charisma may be in an individual and concrete case, it is a gift that
God- or by appropriation the Holy Spirit
- has given. The charisma may be earthly
11 Variants of ehllrism11 in the manuscript
texts of this verse are eh11ris and chrismt1.
12 Like ch11ris in Smyrneans 9:2; Romans,
introduction; and Masnesiaas 8:2.
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goods; it may be privileges accorded co
Israel after the flesh; it may be deliverance
from mortal peril; it may be a kind of
spiritual treasure; it may be God's undoing
of the "fall" of Adam; it may be the everlasting life of the age to come; it may
be an individual native or acquired competence like speaking, helping, teaching,
administering, or preaching; it may be the
qualifications needed for the responsible
discharge of the presbyter's office, imparted
through ( or at least in connection with)
the laying on of hands; it may be the
gift of "healing"; it may be the exceptional
ability to live chastely outside of marriage;
it may conceivably be any of the ,pne1111U1tika of which charismata is a kind of synonym. Inuinsically, the term thus does not
imply anything that is abnormal or irregular. It is co be recognized as a gift of God
which He bestows - as He bestows His
charis - in accordance with His own
sovereign decision and for which He is to
receive glory in Jesus Cbrist.18

3.

CHARISMA IN THE EARLY
PATRISTIC ERA

In the centuries that follow, the ecclesiastical 14 use of charisma gradually modi13 Oao Perels stresses the eschatological elements, broadly conceived, in the eh11rumt1111,
which he calls an "expression of the eschatological Christ-event" ( "Ch11risfllll im Neuen Testa•
ment," in Pt1ld11u H11/111, No. 15 [Berlin: Lutherisches Verlagshaus, 1964], pp. 42--45). See
the pamllel observations and arguments in William C. Robinson, Junior, •The Church in the
World," lnltJ,PrtJltllion, 19 (1965), 412-17,
and the earlier survey by Gerhard Friedrich,
"Geist und Amt," in Worl ntl Dian-I I: ]t1hrb11eh dn Th•ologisch,,,, Schtlk B•1h11l, new
series, 3 (Bethel-bei-Bielefeld: Verlagshandluog
der Anstalt Bethel, 1952), 61-85.
H Por the few secular concexts in which
eht1rirm4 occurs, see Walter Bauer, A Gnd-

5
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fies its meaning. The uanslation of the
Old Testament tbat goes under the name
of 'lbeodotion has ,charis11Za in Ps. 30
(31) :22, where the Septuagint has eleos
("mercy"), to reproduce the Hebrew
khesetlh ( "steadfast [covenant] love") .16
St. Justin the Martyr ( 100?-165?) speaks
of the charism11ta that Christian men and
women have from the Holy Spirit, in connection with his argument that the gifts
which the Jewish community had formerly
enjoyed had now been uansferred to the
Christian community.18
Apropos the early second century prophetess Ammia of Philadelphia and her contemporary, the prophet Quadratus, the
apologist Miltiades (fl. 161-169?) observes against the Montanists-who had
had no one with the prophetic charisma
among them since the death of Maximilla
14 years before - that "the apostle had
deemed it necessary that the prophetic
charisma exist in th"! whole church until
the final Parousia." 17
Fear of enthusiasm among the members
of an obscure late second-century sea
called the Anoetoi ( or Alogoi) was reportedly so great that "they did not recognize the things of the Spirit • . • and did
not acknowledge the charismata in the
holy church" that the holy prophets and
apostles- among them the St. John who
o,h..,

Bnglish L•xicon of lh• Ntn11 T•shlmnl ,mt/,
Bt1rZ, Chrislian Lil11t11•r•, 4th ed., trans.
and adapted by William F. Amdt and F. Wilbur Gingrich (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1957), p. 887.
1& Fridericus Field, Origtmis Hat1plon,m
f/llU S1'/)nmnl ••• fr11gmn111, 2 (Hildesheim:
Georg Olms, 1964), 134.
18
17

Dialog wilh Tr,pho lh• ]tn11, as:
Quoted in Eusebius, Becl•situliul Hislor,,

V, 17, 4.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol42/iss1/40

wrote the Gospel, the letters, and the
Apocalypse-possessed.18
The Letter of the Churches of Lyons
and Vienne to the Churches of Asia
and Phrygia ( 177/ 178) declares that the
Pluygian physician Alexander was "not
without a share of the apostolic chaf'-isma.11 10

St. Irenaeus ( 130?-200?) uses chaf'-is11za often; for instance, of the gifts given
both to the presbyters "who along with the
succession of oversight ( ctem episcopat11s
steccessione) have received the certain chaf'-isma of truth according to the Father's
good pleasure," 20 and also of "many brothers in the church who have prophetic
charismata and mllc through the Spirit
in all kinds of languages, and bring to
light usefully the secrets of human beings, and telling tbe mysteries of God in
detail." 21
The Montanists of this period insisted
that the Catholics had to demonstrate the
charismata with which the former claimed
to be endowed if the Catholics wanted to
make themselves credible.22
St. Clement of Alexandria (150? to
215?) is one of the first Christian writers
to describe Baptism as a charis1na ( as well
18

Sr. Epiphanius of Salamis, Ref111111ion of
All Heresies, II, 1, Heresy Sl, 35.
18 Quoted in Eusebius, Bcclosiaslical Hislo,,,

s, 1.

20

A.gainsl lhB H#elics, IV, 26, 2. The passage has been extensively discussed. See Norbert Brox, "Charisma veritatis certWD," in Znlschri/1 filr Kircheng•schich1•, 7S (1964), 327
to 331.
21 A.gtlinsl lh• Her•lics, V, 6 (see also II,
32).
22 St. Epiphanius, R•f111111ion of AU Her•sias, II, 1, Heresy 48, 1.

6
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as an illumination, perfecting, and washing), that is, as the "charisma by which
the punishments for sins are taken
away." 23
With Tertullian ( 160?-220?) chari..nna, as we have seen, enters Latin theological literature as a transliterated loanword with the general meaning of "gift"
and with the special meaning of the extraordinary spirirual gifts described in
1 Corinthians 12 and 14.
There is an interesting use of charisma
in an invocation over water in the early
third-century apocryphal Acts of Thomas
52 ( 49): "O Rest sent to us from the
Rest . . . come and dwell in these waters,
so that the chari.Jma of the Holy Spirit
may perfectly be perfected in them."

the fear of the Lord, and piety). Of considerable interest is the later designation
of Christ as the "uncorrupt Fountain
(,Pege apse11des) of charismattl' in stanza 4
of Ode 8 of Meneia 3, 3.

4. CHARISMATA AND PNEUMATIKA
The emergence of the Pentecostal movement on a worldwide scale, with its insistence that the miraculous and ecstatic
phenomena of the fuse Pentecost and of
the primitive church - especially divine
healing, "prophecy," and "speaking in
ocher tongues as the Holy Spirit gives utterance" 26 - must be and are being re-

2:; There are apparently two phenomena involved, which are not always clearly differentiated in the Pentecostal movement. The "speaking in other languages" which Acts describes as
In his venturesome reflections on the having taken pince
Pentecost
at
seems dearly to
Holy Spirit in connection with his eluci- have been intelligible speech in a language undation on John 1:2 ("all things were made known to the speaker. The "speaking in a language" of 1 Corinthians 14 seems just as cle:uly
through [the Logos]") Origen (185? to to have been an ecstatic utterance needing ex254?) states: "I think of the Holy Spirit plo.nation by a person who possessed the gift
of "interpretation" (h,rmaneia). The issue is
as providing the 'matter' (h'Jlen) - if I outside
the scope of this survey. See Frederick
may say so- of the charismata that are Dale Brunner, A Thcolog1 of the HoZ,New
Spiril:
th•
Test11Pentecostal
Experience antl
menlThe
Witness
from God to those who are designated as
(Grand
Rapids:
William
B.
Eerdholy ones on his account and on account mans, 1970); James D. G. Dunn, B11ptism
in

of their participation in him, the said
'matter' coming into existence from God,
administered by Christ, and subsisting in
the Holy Spirit." 2 ~
In the early fathers the charismata of
the Holy Spirit are often the seven gifts
listed in the Sepruagint of Is. 11:2 (wisdom, insight, counsel, power, knowledge,
23 Th11 T,11cher, 1, 6. We find the same
thought in St. Gregory the Theologian m,ml
(Nazianzen) (329-89), who calls baptism "a ch11rism11, as given even to debtors." (Orillion 40,

4)
2'

Commtm""'
Gosf)•lon 1h11

of SI. John,

II, 6.
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1h11 Hal, Spirit: A Reex11mina1ion of the N11111
Test11men1 Teaching on lhe Gi/1 of 1h11 Spiril ;,.
Re/111ion. lo Penlecosttdism Tod111 (Naperville,
DI.: Alec R. Allenson, 1970); Prudencio Damboriena, Tong11es 111 of Pire: Penlecosttdism ;,,
Contempor11r, Christillnit1 (Washington: Corpus
Books, 1969); Kevin and Dorothy Ranaghan,
Catholic Pentecostals (New York: Paulist Press,
1969); Prank Staff, E. Glenn Hinson, and
Wayne E. Oates, Glosso/11li11: Tong1111 Speai•1
;,. Biblic11l, Historical, antl Ps,chologiul Ptwspe,1i1111 (Nashville: .Abingdon Press, 1967);
Morton T. Kelsey, Tong1111 Speding: Jfn l!xfJeriin Spirit11td Bxf,11ritmc11 (Garden City,
N. Y.: Doubleday and Co., 1964); John L
Sherrill, The, SfJ•a wi1h 01hn Tong•a (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964); R J.
Stolee, Spe11/zing in To•g1111s (Minneapolis. Augsburg Publishing House, 1963). On the Pence-
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vived in the Christian community of the
20th century, requires an examination of
the extent to which charismata and ,pneumatika in 1 C.Orinthians 12 (and 14) are
identical.
Although the Old Testament has no
vocable that corresponds to charisma, the
role of the breath (or spirit) of Yahweh
in the eruption of extraordinary "spiritual''
phenomena and endowments is amply documented. Moses is so richly endowed that
God takes some of his spirin1al gifts to
inspire the 70 elders to prophesy (Num.
11:25). The breath of Yahweh inspires
Joshua, Samson, Ochniel, Jephtha, and
David. It is to rest upon the virtuous king
of Isaiah's prophecy ( 11: 2). Saul and his
agents fall into prophetic-mantic ecstasy
(1 Sam.10:9-13; 16:13). Ezekiel experiences levitation and rapture under its influence (8:3; 11:1). Visions, revelations,
dreams, prophecies, miraculous healings,
and resuscitations are also part of the
.record. Aas sees in the experience of
Pentecost a fulfillment of Joel's oracle that
the time would come when God would
pour out His Spirit on all flesh to the accompaniment of prophecy, visions, and
dreams.
The intertestamental literature tends in
general to localize prophecy and its attendant ecstatic phenomena either in the
past or in the future, except in the case
of the apocalyptic material

In Qumran "God has allowed the
Teacher of Righteousness to know all the
secrets of the words of his servants, the
prophets." 26 The author of the Book of
Hymns (Hodayoth) traces to the indwelling Holy Spirit of God such strength that
He cannot be moved, the knowledge of
God's wondrous secret, and the experience
of the springing up of a well of knowledge
within Himself.27
Philo sees ecstasy as a gift of the
Spirit.28
Our Lord during His lifetime gave to
His 12 disciples and to the Seventy-two
authority to expel unclean spirits, to heal
every disease and every infirmity, to
cleanse the lepers, co raise the dead, and
to tread down serpents, scorpions, and all
the power of the ancient adversary.29 The
long ending of the second gospel embodies
a second-century tradition that our Lord
had promised to His followers that they
would perform signs as accompaniments
of their proclamation of the Gospel casting out demons, speaking in new languages, picking up serpents without being
harmed, drinking deadly poisons with impunity, and healing the sick by the laying
on of hands. (Mark 16:17-18)
After the outpouring of the Spirit on
Pentecost, the apostles (including St. Paul)
and even the Seven speak in tongues,
expel unclean spirits, perform signs and
20

CDSta1 ~ayement ~ Walter ]. Hollenweger,
Bnlhtm1Ulncht1s Chnst1nlllm: Dit1 Pfings1b1111•g,mg m Gt1schichlt1 tmtl G•gmw11r1 (Wuppeml: Theologischer Verlag Rolf Brockhaus,
1969); John Thomas Nichol, Pnlt1cost,,lism
(New York: Harper & Row, 1966); and Nils
Bloch-Hoell, Tht1 Pntt1cos1ol Mo111mn1 (New
York: Harper & llow, 1966); and Nils BlochHoell, Tht1 Pn1t1cost,,l M011.,,,_,,, (New York:
Humanities Press, n. d. [after 1960] ) .
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Helmer R.inSBren, Tht1 P11i1b of Q•mr11t1:
Theolo11 of 1ht1 De11d. St111 Scrolls, trans. Emilie
T. Sander (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963),
p. 117; the reference is to the Habakkuk Commentary ( 1 QpHab), 11, 1.
27 1 QH 7, 6-7; 12, 11-12; 13, 19.
2s Tht1 Migrlllion of Ab,11h11m 1.
20 Matt. 10:1; Mark 3:15; 6:7; Luke 9:1-2;
10:9, 17, 19). The healings are the only competences that dearly correspond to what St. Paul
explicitly calls eh11mtnllltl.
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great miracles, handle serpents without
harm, heal the paralyzed, the ill, and the
lame ( sometimes through contact only
with the apostle's shadow or items of
clothing), and unmask the untruthful.
In 1 Corinthians 12 and 14 the extraordinary phenomena are called pnettmatika.
A degree of synonymity with charismata
must be conceded, although it tells us less
about the meaning of charisma than about
the gratuitous nature of the pne11ma#ka.
Interesting is the quasi-Trinitarian ( or
at least triadic) relation of kinds of service (di,,koniai) to Christ, of modes of
operation ( energemata) to the Father,
and of charismata to d1e Holy Spirit
(vv.4-6),BO

The implications of pnemnatika may be
illuminated by Paul's use of pne1mu,tikos
( "Spirit-endowed person") - a synonym
of teleios ( "mature person") - to describe
certain individuals in the external fellowship of the community in contrast to others who are ps1chikos ( "natural, having
only a ps1che- that is, mere life- and
not p11e11mti') and sMkikos ("carnal") .31
It is not improbable that when Paul uses
p11e11matiko,J to desaibe the extraordinary
gifts ( especially "prophecy" and "speaking
in a language") that pseudo-,P1JBNmatikoi
so On the P,,1111m111ik11 see the discussion in
Rudolf Bultmann, Th11olog1 of 1h11 N.w T11slfl.
m11nl, trans. Kendrick Grobel, 1 (New York:
Charles Scribner's Soos, 1951), 154-SS; and
Ernst Kiisemaon, "Amt und Gemeinde im
Neuen Testament," in l!x11g111is,b11 V 11rs•eht1 """
Bt1sinn•ngn, 1 (Gottiogen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1960), trans. W. J. MootagUe under
the tide "Ministry and Community in the New
Testament," in Bss111s on NtlW Tt1sld""""
ThtltMs (Naperville, ru.: A19= R. Allenson,
1964). See also Hans Conzelmann, Dn t1rslt1
Brit1/ tm dia Korinlh,w (Gottiogeo: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1969), pp. 244-247.
81 Bultmann, 1, 158-59.
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claimed to possess he intends to voice a
measure of apostolic skepticism about the
authenticity of at least some of their pretended gifts.
In the absence of information about
other Christian communities, it is precarious to generalize on the basis of the one
at Corinth. At the same time we need to
remember that without the disorders that
took place in connection with the celebra.tion of the Eucharist at Corinth, we should
have no explicit evidence that any of the
Pauline communities celebrated the Sacrament of the Altar. Without the exaggerations that attended the practice of
"speaking in a language" in the same community, we should be dependent on the
inferences that we could draw from Acts
(and the second-century obiter dictum in
Mark 16:17), which, as we have seen,
really describes a different phenomenon
from the glossolalia of Corinth.
Paul's attitude toward what he explicitly calls chari-smatd is thoroughly positive. His attitude toward the phenomena
that he calls pneumatika is basically approving. He bad bad his own share of
pneumatic experiences; he was no novice
even as far as glossolalia was concerned
(1 Cor. 14:18). A gradation has been
noted in the ,pneumatika of 1 Corinthians
12 and 14- intellectual gifts, miraculous
gifts, gifts of spiritual instruction, the gift
of recognizing spirits, and finally the ecstatic gifts. Paul's value aiteria for ranking
these phenomena is their usefulness to the
Christian community, and it is on this
scale that glossolalia takes its place at the
bottom of the list. As a ,pnnmtllillMI it
has its merit; in conaadistinction to a
kikon, it provides access to things that are
inaccessible to the unaided human mind

s•-
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(notlS). In the light of the history of the
Christian church the more extraordinary

pnemna
tika appear to have been relatively
transient, but this is an aspect tbat- quite
naturally in the premises - Paul never
comes to discuss. But beyond even the
more eminent charismata are the universally accessible three virtues that last faith, hope, and love, with love as the
greatest. It is arguable if faith, hope, and
love are themselves the higher charismata
of 1 Cor.12:28, or if in Paul's exposition
they stand in contrast to the charismata.
The only fme11,1natika in 1 Corinthians
12 that are explicitly called charismata are
the charismata of healings. These are not
part of the essence of the Christian, but
are charismata that God gives to some and
not to other Christians. Healing in the
letters of the New Testament comes as the
result of calling on God (2 Cor. 12:8;
James 5: 14-16). The existence of illness
Bc evidence of a lack either
is not inuinsically
of subjeaive faith or of divine concern.
It "is and remains an evil that contradicts
God's creative plan." In any case forgiveness of sins is seen as a precondition of
divine healing.32
We can distinguish nuances of usage in
the employment of charisma(ta) and ,pne1'f111llik11.83
a2 Albrecht Oepke, sub i•omtn, etc., T(b10logiscb1s} W(o,tnbacb} z{11m} N(1u1n} T(es,.tM,,I}, ed. Gerhard Kittel, 3 (Stuttgart: W.
KPblbarnrner, 1938, 1957), 204, 12-13; 214,
29-40; Eng. trans. by Geoffrey W. Bromiley in
T[b1ologiul] D(iction""l} {of} (1h1} N(n,J
T(111t1mn1}, 3 (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1965), 204, 214.

Categorizations of the t,nnfllldil,11 are
almost as numerous as discussions of the subjea. Gerhard Friedrich distinguishes six
groups: (1) the apostolate, which includes all
the others; ( 2) those of proclamation; ( 3)
83
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The first would be the completely nontechnical use of charisma in passages like
Rom.1:11; 5:15; 6:23; 11:29; and 2Cor.
1: 11 to describe any of God's benevolent
operations in His world and in His holy
community.
A second use of both terms would describe gifts that the Holy Spirit may impart to any member of the holy community but does not necessarily impart to all
Christians. These would include in Rom.
12: 6-8 "teaching," "prophecy," and "exhortation," none of which is wholly institutionalized in the New Testament and
subapostolic periods, as well as "service,"
"contributing," and "the cheerful doing of
acts of mercy." In 1 Cor. 12:8-11 they
would include "the utterance of wisdom,"
those of assistance; ( 4) those of leading the
community; ( 5) those of extraordinary powers;
and (6) those of prayer ("Geist und Amt," in
Wo,1
cl, mul Disnsl:
dcr Thsologischen
Jahrb11eh
Scht1ls
lh
new series, 3 [Bethel-bei-Bielefeld: Verlagshandlung der Anstalt Bethel,
19521, 83-84). W. F. Dicharry groups the
items in the eight lists that he finds in the New
Testament into three kinds: (1) Those having
to do with teaching; ( 2 ) those having to do
with service; and ( 3) those involving extraordinary and miraculous competences ("Charisma:
In the Bible," in N e,u Catholic Enc1clop1uli11
[New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19671,
3, 460). Henri I.eclercq lists a different triad
on the basis of his four New Testament lists:
( 1) Those which concern the instruction of
the faithful; (2) those which refer to the :tlleviation of bodily needs; and ( 3) those having
to do with governing the community ( "Charismes," in Fernand Cabral and Henri I.eclercq,
eds., Dictionnair, tl'arcbeologi, chrelienn, ,, tl,
lu11rgie, 3 [Paris: Librairie Letouzey et Ane,
1948], 582-83). Hans Kung, who draws on
Ernst Kisemann, "Amt und Gemeinde," in 1!x1g11isch• Vcrn1eh•
Besinnungtm,
l (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960), 114
(Eng. trans., pp. 68--70), comes out substantially where I.eclercq did ( 'The Charismatic
Struaure of the Church," Concili11m, 4 [1965],
53).

,,,,J,
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"the utterance of knowledge," "faith," 3t
"the charismata of healings," "the workings of miracles," "the ability to distinguish between spirits," "prophecy," various
"kinds of languages," and "the interpretation of languages." At the end of the
chapter this nuance is illustrated- in addition to the repetition of "miracles," "charismata of healings," and various "kinds of
languages" - by the "assistances."
A third use of both terms would include
the passages which speak of gifts that have
an institutional importance, like the "one
who rules (proistamenos) with zeal" in
Rom. 12: 8,35 or the "administrations" of
1 Cor. 12: 28. "Prophecy," "teaching," and
"exhortation" would belong here to the
extent that they were institutionalized and
linked with specific functionaries in the
local community.
A fourth use of both terms would refer
to those who exercised these functions
(or occupied offices), certainly the "apostles" and "prophets" of 1 Cor. 12: 28 and
of Eph. 4: 11, along with the "evangelists"
and the "rulers" 36 and "teachers," where
the verb "give" but not the noun charisma
occurs.

5• .ARB THn

CHARISMATA (AND
PNEUMATIKA) FOR ALL CHIUSTIANS?

We can admit to a certain ambiguity
about the gifts of the Spirit. The Holy
Spirit is in a scr.se the possession of all
Christians. They have all-without eth-

a, Not savins faith, but particularly potent,
wonder-workfog faith; see, for instance, 1 Cor.
13:2 (although not all exegetes would conCUI).
81S See the early parallel in 1 Thess. 5: 12,
"those who wo.rk hard among you and rule
ove.r you."
ao Poimm•s, as the translation with t,oimitl
of the Hebrew ,o'•h, "shepherd" or "ruler."
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nic differences -been baptized into one
body and they have all been made to drink
of one Spirit ( 1 Cor. 12: 12). This is true
whether or not special manifestations accompanied their baptism ( or its subsequent completion in the laying on of
hands) .37 This gift of the Spirit takes the
baptized person out of this present age
and seals him for the age to come. It is
no more- and no less- the gift of the
Spirit when the Christian is endowed with
spedal power equipping him for a special
mission and enabling him to accomplish
extraordinary feats.38 In any case both
charismata and pneumatika are to be
striven for.30 The p,zeumatika - conceived of as something additional to the
Spirit and the saving grace that are the
possession of all believers- are the distinguishing factors, ordered toward the
sanctification of the community, that differentiate the members of the body of
Christ from each other:40 In some cases
the gift is a supervening and transient one
that surprises the recipient and the beholder - as in the case of the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit on the Jerusalem com37 Acts reports the outpouring of the Spirit
before, at, and after baptism.
88 "In the contradiction that on the one
hand the Spirit is the origin of a new attitude
and capacity in the Christian, and on the otbe.r
band that his attitude qualifies him for ever-new
endowment with the Spirit and that he must
strive afte.r spiritual gifts, an expression is provided for the insight that the might of the
Spirit is not a magically (mechanically} working powe.r, but is one that equally demands and
presupposes a transformation of the will."
(Bultmann, 1, 163)
ao Note the identical formulation in 1 Co.r.
12:31 and 14:1.
40 A. Lemonnyer and Lucien Ce.rfaux, Thlologi6 tlt1 no#t/•1111 l.sltlmffll (Paris: Bloud et
Gay, 1963}, pp. 138-39.
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municy at Pentecost and on Cornelius in
Joppa. In other cases the individual's native biochemical makeup and the sum total
of his personal psychic and physiological
history may have conditioned him to be
an appropriate candidate for a special gift
of the Spirit. (This may be the case even
with such esoteric gifts as the ability to
foretell future events and to speak in various "kinds of languages," as well as with
less remarkable and more quotidian abilities like administration and teaching.) In
a world where the Spirit is from the primordial beginning Creator Spint11s, the
gift is no less a gift merely, because the
Spirit has been rcadying·the recipient for
his role and cultivating his aptimde even
before baptism joined him to the holy
community.41
In the subsequent history of the church
there is a gradual decline in the manifestation of the ,pneumatika. Some of the
"pneumatic" functions are absorbed by the
officers of the community. Thus the expulsion of demons becomes the task of the
eY.orcist. As early as the Letter of James
the charismata of healiogs are replaced by
the anointing and intercession of the pres-

byters. Spontaneous prophecy becomes
less and less frequent. Speaking in langunges disappears in the Catholic Church.
Ecstasy and miracles become the hallmark
of the Christian of heroic virtue or of the
mystic. Periodically a pneumatic revival
agitates a portion of the church, as in the
case of Montanism in the second century,
Messalianism in the .fifth to the seventh
centuries, some of the medieval schismatics, the early Friends of the 17th century,
the Camisards of the 18th, some 19th cennuy movements in Russia, in Lapland
(Laestadianism), and on the American
frontier, and Pentecostalism in the 20th
century; the list could easily be extended.42
The middle ages see the development
of a rudimentary theology of charismata
as g,ratiae gratis dalae ( "gratuitously given
graces") in Thomas Aquinas.411 Classic
Lutheran and Reformed theologies accord
the subject little, often no, place.

6. CHARISMATA AND "PROPHECY"

It was Adolf von Harnack who argued
as early as 1884 that there were two classes
of officeholders in the primitive Christian
communities, ( 1) the incumbents of a
supracongregational "charismatic" teaching
41 "On the whole, the early Christians do
not seem to have lived in a constant atmosphere ministry- apostles, prophets, and teachers,
of miracles. Even though Paul recalls that his all "charismatic" persons because their voapostolate has been confirmed by signs and . cation was based on a communication of
wonders . . . it is probable that they were not
~f daily occurrence. When he was preachins the Spirit - and ( 2) locally elected adm the synagogues, when he was teaching in the ministrators -presbyter-bishops and deaschool of Tyrannus, he fell back on ordinary cons. While the thesis still exerts some

methods, while relying on the inner help of
the Holy Spirit. In the same way, the Christians did not abandon themselves to help of
some extraordinary kind to rid themselves of
the dross of their paganism. They knew they
had the help of God, but worked to earn their
salvation 'with fear and trembling.'
(Joseph
Bonsirven, Th•olon of lb• N,nu T•sl11m,m1,
trans. S. P. L Tye [Westminsrcr, Md.: Newman
Press, 1963], p. 326)
11
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A classic (if somewhat prejudiced) surl!nlh11sillsm: A Cht1fJIH
;,, lh• His10,, of ReUgion, wilh St,•eilll R•f•r•nce lo lh• XVII and. XVIII Can111ri•s (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1950 [reprinted
1961] ).
43 S•mmt1 lh•ologiu, 2/2, qq. 171-78.
See also 2/1, q. 111; 3, q. 7, 7.
vey is Ronald A. Knox,
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influence, it was soon attacked and has not the lists of primitive officeholders the
stood the t'"st of subsequent inquiry:14
prophets come immediately after the
apostles.
Barnabas and Silvanus, both
"Prophet" - ,prophetes and its cognates
- is not a univocal concept in the New prophets, exercise leadership in the JeruTestament. "Prophecy" can be a voca- salem church. The importance of the
tion, as it were, but it can also be the prophet is mirrored in the position which
activity of Christians who "prophesy" only the Apocalypse accords to them. What
on occasion. The same thing is true of we are told about Barnabas, Silvanus, and
teaching and teachers.4G The New Testa- Agabus indicates that some prophets may
ment understanding of "prophecy" is have been itinerant preachers, but it would
shaped in part by the conception of proph- be precarious to generalize from these
ecy in the Old Covenant; here prophets cases. The prophet, as is clear from 1 Cor.
are conceived of chiefly as the proclaimers 14:29-33, speaks by direct revelation and
of the message that they have received inspiration and on divine initiative:1 For
from God, but who by virtue of their spe- that reason he must speak responsibly,
cial relation to God have a privileged "according to the measure of the faith"
knowledge of at least certain future events. (kat'f, te11 a11alogia,1 ,pisteos) (Rom.12:6)
The primary function of "prophecy" in and "as one who utters oracles of God"
the New Testament is again the proclama- (1 Peter 4:11).41 The utterance of the
tion of the divine Word and the divine prophet is to be weighed by "the others"
will, either in general or with specific ref- (hoi. alloi), which may mean the others
erence. The contezt of the explicit descrip- who compose the congregation or the
tion of prophecy as a charisma in Rom. other prophets.
On occasion the prophet may foretell
12: 6 indicates that both the prophetic gift
and the prophet's activity are contem- future events, and sometimes at least, as in
Acts 2:4, 17; 19:6, prophesying and speakplated.
The existence of a prophetic office, ing in other languages are synonymous.
broadly understood, in the New Testament In Pauline theology the obvious difference
would seem to be adequately established, already noted between unintelligible eceven though "prophetic" activity was not
48 Although having prophesied in Christ••
restricted to these official "prophets." In name is not automatically a guarantee of salva•

°

For a summary of the controversy in the
English-speaking theological world see C. W.
Dugmore, "Organization and Worship of the
Primitive Church," in T. W. Manson, A Com,Ptmion 10 1h11 Bibla, 2d ed. by H. H. Rowley
(Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1963), pp. 552
to 553.
.
44

46 On prophets see Apocalypse 22 :9; Hermas, mndal•m xi; for teachers see James 3:1;

Barnabas 1:8; 4:9; Hermas,

mo iii, 5, 1; ,,,.,,_

U•m iv, 3; similu11do
2; ix, 15, 4; 16, 5; 25,

for both prophets and teachers see Acts 13 :1;
1 Cor. 12 :28; Eph. 4: 11.
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tion (Matt. 7:22-23). See E. Earle Ellis, ''The
Role of the Christian Prophet in Acts," AposBiblical and Hislolic His10,1 11111/,
torical Essays presented to F. F. Bruce on his
60th birthday, edited by W. Ward Gasque and
Ralph P. Martin (Grand Rapids: Williams B.
Eerdmans, 1970), pp. 55-67.
41 It would seem unlikely that the subjective
faith of the prophet is to be the criterion of his
prophecy. We shall probably do better to think
of pistis here as referring to the totality of the
proclamation about the Christ-event as the community has received, appropriated, and confessed it.

1h• Go
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In its area of the church the Didache assigns to the prophets important liturgical
roles. Their support has a claim on the
financial resources of the local Christian
community prior even to that of the poor.
When the prophets prophesy in the Spirit,
they are immune to censure. At the same
time the number of prophets seems to be
declining. Not every local Christian community has prophetically endowed members. The Didache encourages such communities to have the bishops and deacons
take over the worship responsibilities of
the prophets and teachers, a step that some
of the local Christian communities seem
to have been taking only very reluctantly.
Hermas of Rome, author of The Shephud, is a mid-second-century visionary
who both appreciates spiritual gifts and
supports the established order. For him
too the question of differentiating between
the authentic prophet and the charlatan is
Prophets and teachers are a part of the
a real one, and he takes occasion to deplore
community and exercise their spiritual
the latter's exploitation of the credulity of
funaions as part of the community. The
the faithful. For him the criterion is the
same thing is true of other offices, even
of those which involve administrative prophet's way of life - the charlatan suips
leadership...9 The significant thing is that off his own mask by his self-aggrandizeall of these functions are at least ideally ment, his desire for place and position, his
"service functions" (t:liakoniai) rather than effrontery, his addiction to worldly pleasures and delights, and his avarice.
sources of prestige and personal power.
The decline of the prophetic office is
In the subapostolic period the prophets
of the local Christian communities con- also documentable in Justin the Martyr
tinue to enjoy great influence and honor. and in 2 Peter. Yet elsewhere fathers of
the church like Melito of Sardis ( died
48 See Gerhard Friedrich, "P10pheten und
190?) are remembered by their contemP10phezcien im Neuen Testament," in Friedporaries for their prophetic gifts. As late
rich, ed., TW%NT, 6 ( 1959), 829-58; TDNT,
as A. D. 300 we have papyrological evi6 (1968), 828-856.
dence of the high esteem in which "the
49 Von Campenhausen's assertion that in
principle there was no "leadership echelon" prophetic order" was held when it is called
(Piib,.,s,lnehl) in the Pauline communities
(p. 68 [Eng. trans., p. 63]) is at the very least "the body of the B.esh of Jesus Christ that
is mixed through Mary with the buopen m misundentanding.

static speaking in other languages that requires interpretation and prophetic utterance in a language understood by the hearers without interpretation is basic for the
.understanding of both "prophetic" gifts.
Public prayer, which has the building up
of the community as well as the public
expression of petitions and intercessions
in the presence of God as coordinate functions, ap,?CUS to be one of the functions
of the prophet. Tneological reflection is
linked to prophecy, just as it is linked to
the objective written revelation and the
apostolic tradition. Instruction appears to
be less the funaion of the prophet than
of the teacher, just as evangelistic proclamation appears to belong more in the
sphere of the evangelist than of the
prophet, whose primary concern is the
existing congregation and whose task is
thus more closely allied to "pastoral" activities.ts
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manity." 60 That in the fourth century the
prophetic office was at least a venerated
memory in the Western church is evidenced by the retention of the reference
to the "admirable company of the [Christian) prophets" among the earthly worshipers of the Thrice-Holy Trinity, when
an anonymous hymnographer reworked an
Old Latin Easter preface, Sanct,11, and
post-Sancrus into the Te Der,m la11dam,11.61
The "one who teaches" is a charisma in
Rom. 12: 7. The shift from the abstract
noun in the case of "prophecy" and "service" to the masculine participle in the
case of "the one who teaches," "the one
who exhorts," "the one who distributes
alms," "the one who is placed over the
others," and "the one who does deeds of
mercy" is probably nothing more than a
stylistic variation.
Didaskein ( "to teach") is a prominent,
permanent, and irremissible function of
the disciples (and specifically of the apostles) of our Lord from the beginning, both
during His lifetime and afterward.62 That
which they are described as teaching is
variously the interpretation of the Old
Testament in the light of the Christ-event,
the message of our Lord of the coming of
the kingly rule of God, the gracious offer
of the forgiveness of sins, and the explication of the significance of the Gospel
for the daily life of the believer. Didaskein
distinguishes itself from parallel types of
ISO Oxyrhynchus Papyri 1, 5, 9 ff., quoted in
Friedrich, 6, 861, 48-50.
151 See Ernst Kibler, S11ulit1n %Um Tt1 Dt111m
'"'' zurs Geschich111 tlt1 24. Psalms in dt1r altt1n
Kirch• (Gottingen: Vandenhoeclc & Ruprecht,
1958), esp. pp. 31-39.
G2 Matt. 28 :20; see Mark 6:30; Acts 4:2, 18;
5:25, 28, 42; 15:1, 35; 18:11, 25; 20:20-21;
21:21, 28; 28:31.
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communication - such as evangelizing
(e11angelizein) and proclaiming the Christian ker,ygma- less in content than in
methodology. Within the Pauline communities the "ones who teach" continue
this function of the founding apostle
( Rom. 12: 7; 2 Thess. 2: 15) . In the "prison
letters" and in the Pastorals the "one who
teaches" has an increasing concern with
the totality of the Christian message and
its application to the ethical-moral realm.Ga
The tJidaskalos ("teacher") is the Christian counterpart of the Jewish rabbi; he is
a teacher by vocation and profession.M The
term thus involves a narrower concept than
"one who teaches" in the same way that
"one who prophesies" is a broader concept
than "prophet." 66
In the subapostolic period the cask of
teaching becomes more and more that of
the professional teachers.60
153 Eph.4:11; Col.1:28; 2:7; 3:16; 1 Tim.
4:11; 6:2; 2 Tim. 2:2. 1 Tim. 2:12 prohibits
women from teaching. Titus 1: 11 calls for the
silencing of fissiparous and avaricious Judaizers.
54 Acts 13:1; 1 Cor. 12:28-29; Eph. 4:11,
where the common article at least suggests a
measure of identity with the "rulers" (1Joimo11t1s); 1 Tim. 2:7; 2 Tim. 1:11.
Ga See Karl Heinrich Ren.gstorf, sub "tlitlask.6 [and cognate words}," in TW%NT, 2
(1935/1960), 138-68; TDNT, 2 (1964),
135-165.
GO See Didache 15, 1; Barnabas 1, 8; 4, 9.
Massey Hamilton Shepherd, Junior, argues that
at least in Smyrna teaching was not the task of
the bishop, but of teachers who may or may
not have been part of the presbyteral college.
As he sees the situation, the teacher's 10/)os
("place") was to lead meetings of Christians
and seekers after instrUaion
Christian in
doctrine. "At such gatherings baptism would be
adminiStered to those who professed the main
uticles of the Christian kor,gm11." ("Smyrna
in the lgnatian Letters: A Study in Church
Order," Th• Journal of R11ligio,,, 20 [19401,
145)
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7. CHAllJSMA AND THB PRESBYTERAL
OFFlCB

The two passages that come into question here are studded with exegetical problems. "Do not neglect the charisma you
have, which was given you by prophetic
utterance when the elders laid their hands
upon you" is the way 1 Tim. 4: 14 reads in
the Revised Standard Version, and 2 Tim.
1:6 reads: "[in view of your sincere faith]
I remind you to rekindle tbe charisma of
God that is within you through the laying
on of my hands." Some of the problems
and their solutions re.flea the denominational biases and prejudices of the exegetes. What do the words translated "given
you by prophetic utterance" mean? Do
they imply that the conveyance of the
charisma somehow took place through the
utterance of the one who prophesied? Or
does it mean that a prophetic utterance
identified Timothy as a person upon whom
hands were to be laid? 67 What was the
nature Of the charisma in relation to the
office upon which Timothy was about to
enter? Does the chamma merely impart
a habitual competence and authorization to
do certain things? Does it involve an
ontological change in the person? Are we
to take from these verses that while the
chamma is imparted only once, it requires
continual aaualization on the basis of the
recipient's faith? GS Do the words translated "when the elders laid their hands
upon you" mean that a number of incumbents of the presbyteral office-a college
mann,
So, for eumple, Charles Kingsley Barrett,
Th• P,ulo,.l
lh•Bt,isll•s
Bibi.i•
Nw, Bnglish
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), p. 71, and
Th• lnlfffw•lws Bibi., 11 (New York: Abingdon Piess. 1955), 433.
158 So lloloff, p. 257.
IT
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of local presbyters - laid their h.'\D.ds upon
Timothy? 60 Or should "the laying on of
hands" be taken as a technical term for
"ordination" and "the presbyterate" be
taken as referring to "the presbyteral office," rather than to the incumbents,60 so
that the phrase would read "by ordination
to the presbyteral office"? If the ordination
was a joint action of a college of presbyters, was Paul's participation essential or
accidental? Indeed, does the implied discrepancy indicate .that the two letters intended to describe two ordinations, or do
they refer to the same act? Is the ordination merely a symbolic action, or is it the
actual impartation of a grace of office? 61
Do the two different prepositions that
govern "imposition" in the two passages
mean the same thing, or do they have a
different force in each case, merely indicating time or attendant circumstances in
the first case and instrumentality in the
second? 62
However one may answer these quesGO So commonly; see, for example, Karl
Staab and Josef Freundorfer, Di11 Thess11loni•
eh11,brie/e, Die Ge/angenseha#sbrie/11 und di•
Pas10,11lbrie/e (Regensburg: Verlag Friedrich
Pusrer, 1950), p. 198.
60 So, for instance, Gottfried Holtz, Di11 PtlS•
loral-brie/11 ( Berlin : Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1965), p. 111; John Norman Davidson
Kelly, A Comm11nlllr,
Bpis1l•s
on 1h• Pt1110,11l
(London: Adam and Charles Black, 1964),
p. 107; Barrett, p. 72; and Joachim Jeremias
and Hermann Strathmann, Di11 Brie/11 ,m Timo• • • ( Gottinsen: Vande.ohoeck
lhe,u u,11l
& Ruprecht, 1963), p. 30.
81 So, for example, Jeremias and Strathp. 31: "Mitteilung der Amtsgnade";
Norbert Brox, Du P11s1or11lb,wfe, 4th ed. (Regensburg: Verlag Friedrich Pustet, 1969), pp.
180-182.
82 So, for example, Barrett, p. 63, although
he concedes the possibility of the alternative
option.

Tilus
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dons, it is obvious that the intention of
the author of the Pastorals in writing these
verses ( and the intention of the church in
affirming the canonicity of the documents
in which they appear) is to identify Timothy as the paradigm of every presbyterbisbop. His ordination, his continuing
charisma, his authority, his work are the
typical counterpart of the ordination, the
continuing charisma, the office, the authority, and the work of every presbyterbishop who has a similar unequivocal and
clear vocation and institution in office. The
role of the community, acting through the
ordinator ( s), is not exclusive; the cha-risma is ultimately God's gift.
Ernst Kasemann bas made an appealing
suggestion when he concludes that 1 Tim.
6:11-16 is the outline of a primitive Christian ordination exhortation and that the
word en,ole in the climactic 14th verse
means "commission" ( Amtsatl/trag) to
teach and co apply the deposit of faith for
the weal and welfare of the Christian community. If this is right, chis passage sheds
additional light on the distinctive implications of charisma in these two verses. The
"commission" is imparted in public before
many witnesses. It has an irrevocable character that is to last during the life of the
recipient or until "the appearing of our
Lord Jesus Christ." It participates in the
nature of a symbol of external continuity
from one generation of incumbents of the
office to the ne::-:r, even though God is the
real source of the charisma, the real ordinator, just as He is the real author of the
deposit that is transmitted from one generation of faithful guardians of the deposit to the other.08
88 Emst Kisemann, "Das Formular einer
neute1blmentlichen Ordinationsparaniise," in
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The occurrence of charisma in this connection raises the question if the presbyteral-episcopal office as we encounter it in
the New Testament and in the subapostolic
church is essential. Here too the answer is
likely to be a function of one's denominational and personal orientation, refiected
in one's attitude toward certain passages
that are crucial for the argument.
One line of argument holds that at first
the Christian community knows no office
tl1at is essential to its constitution as the
church (ekklesia) of Jesus Christ. In this
stage the leadership of the church is totally
corporate and .finds expression through
pneumatic individuals endowed with what
is in essence miraculous power. The second stage would then come in the Pastorals, where the chansma of the presbyterbishop is conveyed by ordination. The
next stage would trace the appointment of
presbyter-bishops back to the apostles, a
stage that we meet with in Aces. The final
step would be taken in 1 Oement, which
sees the presbyteral-episcopal office as constitutive of the church and has God commissioning Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ commissioning the apostles, and the latter by
Christ's authorization arranging for their
own successors. The proclamation of the
Word of God becomes the responsibility
of the officials of the local community and
the bishop becomes the priestly president
of the sacramental cultus.°'
Granted certain basic assumptions, this
line of genetic development has a certain
plausibility about it. It is tt11e that the
earliest explicit linking of chr1ris11111 and
Bx11g111isch11 V11rmcht1 ntl B11sinn,mgn, 1 (Gortlogen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960), 101
to 108; Roloff, pp. 261-64.
M So, for instance, B11 h·rnaoo1 11 104--10.
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ordination comes in the Pastorals and that
a aitical dating of these letters puts them
as late as the early second century. It is
also true that some interpreters are persuaded that the selection of Matthias to
replace Judas Iscariot is a legend and
see Acts 14:23, which has Paul and Barnabas appointing presbyters in Asia Minor
church by church, as an apologetic retrojection. Yet the idea of successors of the
apostles (not to be confused with the
modem doctrine of "apostolic succession")
is by this token a received datum by the
eighties at the latest. Again it is true that
the precise formulation of a chain of commissions from the Father to Christ, from
Christ to the apostles, and from the apostles to their presbyteral-episcopal successors meets us for the first time in 1 Clement65 Nevertheless, the whole chain of
argument depends for its force less on explicit affirmations than on the silence of
the limited source material.
Furthermore, there are leadership offices
in the church from the very beginning,
even though we must stipulate that the
New Testament apparently has no term
for the "priesthood" or the "saaed ministry" 00 Apart from the possible and
sometimes hotly debated implications of
Matt.16:18-19; 18:18; John20:21-23; 21:
15-17; and the position of James the Elder
in the Jerusalem community, what is prob615 The earliest explicit designation for the
leader of the eucharistic celebrations is "president" (t,,o•slos) in Justin the Martyr. The
eucharistic bearing of t,,os1111nkont11s '" tlor•
Us .piskopis in 1 Clement 44 is debatable.
60 Ernst Kiisemann, "Amt und Gemeinde
im Neuen Testament," in Bx•g11iseh• V•rsueh•
11,11l B•sinn,mgn, 1 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
& Ruprecht, 1960), 109 (Eng. trans., p. 63).
A possible exception might be tw•sh,1mon in
1 Tim. 4:14.
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ably the earliest document in the New
Testament knows p,·oi.stamenoi in 1 Thess.
5: 12, even though it may use the term in
a very general and nontechnical sense.87
We do have spiritual leaders of the local
communities that the Pauline letters call
prophets and teachers. We do have bishops and deacons in the Letter to the Philippians. We do have presbyters in Acts ( and
we may even speak of presbyter-bishops).
The Pastoral letters seem to imply an identity of presbyters and bishops. The Letter
of James knows only presbyters and not
bishops and deacons.
Thus, granted that the accent in the
New Testament is on function rather than
on office and that the date of the institutionalization of the function cannot be
precisely .fixed, the idea of an essential, divinely sanctioned presbyteral-episcopal office is nevertheless in the New Testament
itself and not only in post-Biblical history.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The evidence examined admits of certain conclusions:
1. On the basis of the usage of the New
Testament and of the apostolic fathers,
charisma is an unhappy choice among the
available words to describe what "charismatic" has come to imply in the church;
,pner,matik.on might have been more apposite.08 Intrinsically, charisma implies
01

Higo11menoi in Heb. 13:7, 17, 24 is

a parallel usage.

cs Burkhard Neunheuser, "Gnade, Geistesgaben, Heiliger Geist in mittelalrerlicher und
neutestamentlicher Sicht: Terminologische und
sachliche Probleme-Ein Venuch," in LilNrgio
•ml, Monebtum, 20 (1957), 34--47, has traced
the changes in meaning that the subject words
and related vocables have undergone in the
course of time. He holds that it makes good
sense to "take up the terminoloBf of the New
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nothing more than "a gratuitous gift of
God."
2. The primitive church recognized and
operated with the necessity for responsible
spiritual and administrative leadership
from the beginning.OD
3. The polar tension between structure
and "spirit" has always existed in the
church. Paul in 1 Thessalonians S - all but
certainly the earliest document in the New
Testament canon-.finds it necessary to
couple his exhortations to "respect those
who labor hard among you and are over
you in the Lord" with the injunctions, "Do
not quench the Spirit; do not despise
prophesying" (vv.12, 19). The effort to
catalog criteria, to create canons, and to
apply discipline-laudable as the pastoral

387

concern and the desire for justice in dealing with parallel and analogous phenomena
in terms of precedents may have beenhas always produced tensions, of which we
have an early example in the paradigmatic
case of John of Ephesus and Diouephes in
3 John.
4. Since the source of all ecclesiastical
offices "is the outpouring in the church
of the Holy Spirit which becomes manifest in them" 70 and since all cha,istn11t11
and pnenmatika are the gift of the same
Holy Spirit who abides in the church, it
would seem to be the task of the church's
administrative leadership at every echelon
to take to heart the apostolic injunction
not to quench the Spirit.71
St. Louis, Mo.

In additio.n lo the standard commentaries and -refere11ct1 works, the following -reso#rctJs
are ,Polentiall:, mef,,l.12 111 the:,
ge11eral
operate with the interchangeabiliy
of the ttJrmS
charismata and pneumatika.

Bartling, Walter

J. "The Congregation of Christ-A Charismatic Body,"

CoNCORDIA

40 (1969), 67-80.
Bettencourt, Estevao. "Charisms," Sacrament11m M,mtli: An P.nc:,clopetlia of Theology, ed.
Karl Rabner and others, 1 (New York: Herder and Herder, 1968), 283-284.

THEOLOGICAL MONTHLY,

Testament, provided that it is done responsibly"
and provided further that in the process nothing
be lost that "was gained in the way of clarification, specification, and development."
GD Unstructured and unregulated "pneumatic" movements have in the history of the
church not demonstrated a high degree of viability. Nils Bloch-Hoell's observation about the
Pentecostal movement's forsaking of "the principle of nonorganization" during the 60 years
of its existence is instructive. (Th• Pt1nlt1eostdl
Mot1t1men11 p. 176)
'lO Pierre Grelot, in an essay that first appeared in .11.ssemblees d11 Sngne11r, No. 58
(Bruges: Abbaye de St. Andre, 1964), but that
was accessible to the present writer only in
Mathilde Lehne"s German translation in Jean
Giblet, ed., Vom Christtn z•r Kirch•: Cht1rist1U1
Urehrisl•nt•m
11ntl
.II.ml im
(French title: Aa
ongiHS th l'lglis•) (Freiburg: Verlas Herder,
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1966), p. 210. He argues that Paul's observations in 1 Corinthians 12 "permit only the conclwion that there are charismata" - it would
have been better to say f)n•um111iu- "that are
not bound to an office (glossolalia or the gift
of interpret:ition of languages, for instance),
but that there is no office that is not charismatic" (ibid.) •
'll The principle enunciated in eHect by
Lt1m•n gt1nti•m, 12; see also Leon Cardinal
Suenens' famous speech, "The Charismatic Dimension of the Church,"" in Co•neil SiJ••eh•s
of V111iun II, ed. Hans Kuns, Yves Coopr, and
Daniel O'Hanlon (Glen Rocle, N. J.: Paulist
Press, 1964), pp. 29--34.
'i2 The present writer gratefully acknowledges
the valuable suuestions kindly offered by his a,lleague, the Rev. Victor A. Banlins, professor of
New Testament exegesis at Concordia Seminary,
St. Louis.
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